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I was recently asked how I could make such open and fleeting paintings while my 
life was going through a major shift. My answer is that I did so because of these very 
changes. For me, art and life are linked to one another. My everyday life nurtures and 
drives my artistic practice on the one hand, while on the other, I regard the production of 
art literally as creating: it is helping something to come into being.  
My process of making involves a dialectic method. I use the artwork to process 
my emotional states. Arising from this procedure is the full range of what my work be-
comes visually, all the elements imbued with personal experience. A process of reduc-
tion brings these elements into the fullest artistic life and collective cohesion as associa-
tive corollaries to the life experience they represent for me. In my own way, I want to 
push the artwork to such an extent that it asks about its existence, as I do about my 
own. Any artwork I do includes living to filter the process of making toward a final image. 
At best, the artwork becomes a floating form inhabitable experientially as a living space.  
I am mostly inspired by painters whose work derives from an internal dialogue 
that expresses itself visually in abstract form. What fascinates me are positions that 
“speak” through their sensuality; that open experiential spaces beyond verbalizing. I will 
give examples of three painterly positions in the following text that have influenced my 




   
Fig.1, Cy Twombly, Triumph of Galatea, 1961, 108 x 180 in. 
 
Cy Twombly 
Cy Twombly has been a continuing inspiration for my work. The most fascinating 
quality of a Twombly painting is the immediacy with which it draws me right into its mo-
tion. One of my favorite paintings is the Triumph of Galatea (1961) (Fig.1). I enjoy the 
individuality of every mark, as well as their interconnection. They look as if they are in 
fleeting motion, somehow disorganized. But closer looking reveals how much they fol-
low the same movement, the marks whirled around by the same wind. The painting 
finds its way abstractly to nature’s, and to human life’s, interlocking of order and disor-
der.                                                                                                                                              
I can see this in relation to how profoundly Twombly’s persona is involved in the 
making of a painting. As Mary Jacobus explains, his method of mark-making issues 
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from his striving to connect the physical act of painting with his thought processes.1 His 
forms and shapes develop from there. His lines are indicators of seismographic motion, 
an index of him moving through the painting. It becomes “the sensation of its own reali-
zation.”2 
Benjamin Buchloh refers to Twombly’s method as a textuality that is a “reposi-
tioning of writing.”3 Further, Mary Jacobus calls his method ‘‘inscription” by referring to 
Twombly saying that while making he sees himself as literally in the painting. She views 
the scribbles, scrawls, loops and words as memory traces that are visualizations of 
Twombly’s otherwise unrepresentable internal thought process.4 
And it is true that Twombly follows an unconscious streaming when making a 
painting, one that refers to painting as an experience. “It is the discovery of the painting 
as it is being painted (as I discover what I am thinking by writing).”5 He creates textures 
that baffle me through their ease and openness, that never look generic. Each mark car-
ries his handwriting. His touch is to the painting what our breath is to living. And like 
breathing and living, Twombly and his painting become one. 
Twombly’s introspectional flow underlies all we see. Accordingly, any awareness 
of compositional strategies vanishes. Twombly inscribes —	mostly onto a white ground 
—	as long as his intuitive stream lasts. Doing so, his paintings become summations, ar-
rivals, all of whose components are inseparable. There is no such thing as “taking 
away.” Even if Twombly uses white to overpaint some of his marks, the flow is unbro-
                                                
1 Jacobus, Mary. Reading Cy Twombly/Poetry in Paint. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016, 5. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Buchloh, Benjamin H.D.. “Ego in Aracadia.” Artforum International, New York, Jan 1, 2006. 
4 Jacobus, Mary. Reading Cy Twombly/Poetry in Paint. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016, 4, 5. 
5 Pincus-Witten, Robert. “Cy Twombly, Blooming: A Scattering of Blossoms and Other Things.” Journal of the Ga- 
  gosian Gallery, May 2015, 3. 
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ken. And his moves in a painting are dominantly additive. Sensual and pictorial spaces 
open up and connect across and into the painted mindscape. I can “read” a Twombly as 
a sensory experience. Drifting along the marks, I can feel the motion of his writing bring-
ing me into the rhythm of his work. Painting here is equal to the moment of the “now	in 
writing and reading.6” 
Twombly’s paintings strike me through their openness and subtlety, but at the 
same time never suggest any uncertainty. They express the vulnerability of someone 
speaking their truth. Being himself is Twombly’s major tool, and his relentless practice of 
that connection has allowed his paintings to arrive with ease. Twombly’s paintings touch 
me deeply because of their joy and their belief that the only right contribution to this 
world is to be yourself.  
 
Fig.2, Jule Korneffel, I’m hier, 2016, 78 x 88 in. 
                                                




I’m hier (fig.2) is one of a series of five large scale paintings I made in 2016, and 
in which I see a relationship to Cy Twombly. I started each painting with a whitish 
ground in which I placed marks following a floating and intuitive method. Akin to what I 
experienced in Twombly’s paintings, I wanted the most immediate result to come from 
this process.  
But in contrast to Twombly, my process consists of an alternating of making and 
covering. Whereas Twombly’s method is almost completely based on adding elements, 
I often spend more time subtracting them to varying degrees when working on a paint-
ing. 
For this particular series, I used bright colors for the marks and thin, but multiple 
layers of white for the building over them. In so doing, I could determine to what extent 
the marks would be covered. The differing degrees of transparency create an indexical 
structure of the painting’s process of making. 
In my approach, the individual marks and the field of the canvas are regarded as 
equal. When positioning a mark, I observe the modification of the canvas space at the 
same time. Like Twombly, but with differing vocabulary, method, and degree of reduc-
tion, the altering of the entire composition is as important as the individual mark.  
Rather than inscribing, I associate the positioning of a mark with leaving a trail on 
the canvas. The white ground is my departure for any painting, and corresponds to sta-
tes of blankness that I want to explore. For me, painting is exploring an unknown space. 
While Twombly is writing “it all out,” I find myself in a mode akin to walking. My ap-
proach derives from a process of internal mapping connected to externalized marking.  
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Like Twombly, my making comes from the visualization of internal processes out 
of which the final image results. The title of this work I’m hier	came to me when drawing 
the purple circle as the last move in the painting. It is a shape also used in the everyday, 
when locating our particular spot on maps. This spot is blank in the painting. The re-
sponse to where I am is: I don’t know. I’m hier speaks about the temporal nature of the 
mere present moment of being. It aims to visualize the impossible venture of defining. 
The present constantly ongoing. As with life experience, the painting is a constant trial 
and error to locate the present moment. It is the experience of that looping movement of 
ever-shifting conclusions. Like Twombly, the paintings are a surrogate for living. I live 
and grow with my paintings. For a moment I am the painting. As with Twombly, I lose 
and find myself. For a moment I understand. And then it’s gone. But the painting’s expe-
rimental space holds its record: 
“It’s the poets experience in a fleeting world.” 7 
 
Agnes Martin 
“With her back to the world”8 is how Agnes Martin describes her way of living and 
her approach to making art. The foundation of her making is seclusion and stillness that 
provides the environment for her extremely reductive paintings. Briony Fer describes it 
as an interest in purity of art coming from a contemplative viewpoint.9 Martin herself ad-
dresses sitting still with an quiet	and	empty mind as the foundation for her art 10. Waiting 
for an inspiration to come is how she received the ideas for her paintings. Sometimes, 
                                                
7 Jacobus, Mary. Reading Cy Twombly/Poetry in Paint. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016, 10. 
8 Lance, Mary, director. Agnes Martin: With My Back to the World. New Deal Films, 2002. 
9 “The Oldness of Abstraction (or Can Abstract Art be New?)” Brooklyn Museum, 27 Jun. 2014. Youtube,    
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTltlP6y0l8. Accessed Apr 5, 2018. 
10 Lance, Mary, director. Agnes Martin: With My Back to the World. New Deal Films, 2002. 
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as she stated, she would sit and wait for months. Then she executed quickly the inner 
picture she had become able to see. “I am a speedy painter,”11 she said. Doing so, the 
painting came out at once or never. If the latter, she would start over again with a fresh 
canvas. Martin denies any layering nor other visible traces for her production. Her crea-
tive process did not take place mainly on the canvas. It is an internal conception that 
precedes her execution. 
In this regard, it is remarkable that her paintings incorporate a feature that Briony 
Fer describes as indexical.12 She mostly observes this in Martin’s highly diluted acrylic 
color, as seen in the series of paintings Martin composed for the Harwood Museum in 
Taos, New Mexico (Fig.3). 
 
Fig.3: Installation View; Agnes Martin Gallery, Harwood Museum, Taos, NM 
                                                
11 Ibid.  
12 “The Oldness of Abstraction (or Can Abstract Art be New?)” Brooklyn Museum, 27 Jun. 2014. Youtube,  
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTltlP6y0l8. Accessed Apr 5, 2018. 
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These paintings are as fully worked out in composition as they are in color, both 
reduced to the utmost. Solely composed in horizontal bands by using a maximum of 
three tones in diluted acrylic color, they evoke a phenomenon Briony Fer calls “temporal 
thickness.”13 She describes it as a visual experience that the viewer undertakes. It starts 
with slowing down, that further leads to a process of sensitizing. After one’s eyes rest on 
the painting for a while, the color animates a visual effect. One gets the impression that 
the color starts to shift between saturation and paleness. It seems to build up and fade 
away continuously in front of the viewers’ eyes. This optical phenomenon is reminiscent 
of breathing. Fer describes it as the painting “comes into being.”14 The paintings are 
able to create awareness of space and time. Such experiencing of the work is what Fer 
regards as the primal content of Martin’s art. Painting, in this case, is only the vehicle 
that leads to something beyond its physicality. Her observation corresponds to Agnes 
Martin saying:             
“Lots of painters paint about painting, but my painting is about meaning.”15 
                                                
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 




Fig.4, Agnes Martin, Untitled #5, Acrylic, Graphite on Canvas, 60 x 60 in. 
 
It is fascinating that although Martin’s compositions are radically constrained, the 
paintings are not hermetic. On the contrary, they are sensitive to the outside world. Or, 
according to Briony Fer, they are like membranes — their internal condition is their ex-
ternal and vice versa.16 When visiting the Harwood Museum in Taos, my experience 
was a feeling of expansion coming from these works. They look on first sight shy and 
introverted. It was as if a wavelength was coming from the paintings, one that led to a 
moment of shifting awareness. I reconnected with myself while my mind started to wan-
der.        
 I started to investigate the relationship between working more intuitively to enrich 
the painting and establishing a more immediate visual appeal. How do I get closer to my 
paintings, so they may speak as directly as possible? The painting When I gave up  
                                                
16 “The Oldness of Abstraction (or Can Abstract Art be New?)” Brooklyn Museum, 27 Jun. 2014. Youtube,  
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTltlP6y0l8. Accessed Apr 5, 2018. 
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(Fig.5), from summer 2017, exemplifies the first steps I took in pursuing the potential of 
these questions. 
 
Fig.5, When I gave up, 2017, 54 x 40 in. 
 
To work more intuitively, I started to modify my way of making. By keeping the 
dual components of adding and taking away, I adapted to Agnes Martin’s faster execut-
ion. I applied marks in one run and coated the canvas field entirely if their collective re-
sult was not sufficient. I repeated this process until the final image arrived.  
Doing this meant that the organization of the canvas space ran through a simpli-
fication. The composition is based on these two structural components. The layers of 
marks follow grid-like structures or are pattern-like. The use of color changed. The 
painting became mainly two-toned: the color of marks and the color of the background. I 
used thin, but almost opaque color for the over-layers so that hardly any previous mark 
or shape showed through.  
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Still working with an alternating sequence of observation and execution, the ti-
ming of these moves became unforeseeable. My goal was to react immediately to any 
arriving impulse. In order to cover the entire canvas field quickly, I started to use larger 
brushes. Because of these tools and a greater speed of application, the size and veloci-
ty the of marks grew larger and my brushstroke changed. The structures of marks be-
came more vibrant, and more related to the entire composition. 
My hand became more visibly involved through the liveliness of the single marks 
and the increased layering’s uneven surface as evidence of the painting’s history of ma-
king. Instead of leaving a trail as previously described, the marks are employed to grasp 
at the field’s blankness again and again, until they sit in the right places, as if to say 
“here, here and there!” 
 
—but what is it that is there? 
  
It has been interesting to realize that the more my paintings have turned to the 
pure and palpable, the more difficult it has become to grasp their meaning. 
Looking at these paintings, I associate them with life experiences in which simple 
questions evolve into moments revealing what is incomprehensible and complex 
beyond my understanding. I remember lying on the backseat of the car as an eight-
year-old, watching the blue sky, and asking my mother: “What is behind there?”  
Mother:	“Another galaxy.”  




Like Martin, my art is about places we cannot verbalize, that can take us to expe-
riences beyond our visual field. Like a deep gasp, it arrives in moments of openness. 
Agnes Martin has shown me that reduction can be a threshold to intuition or ins-
piration, and that these are working tools driving my practice that need to be carefully 
acknowledged and integrated. Her work has taught me that painting is a vehicle riding 
on the border of invisibility and visibility. Painting is a reaching out to a gap, to matters 
where only intuition can take us. Places where we can connect with human mysteries 
and wisdom.  
Last but not least, it all goes back to surrender. The process of reduction is a de-
cision about what to take away and what to leave in place. When I gave up represents 
this moment. The composition embodies a wiping out that is about to extinguish the 
primal layer. It looks joyful to me now. It reminds me of Agnes Martin describing, how 
happy she was when she left all her knowledge behind her. To use her words: 
	
“If you wake up in the morning and you feel very happy about nothing. That is 
what I paint about.”17 
 
Mary Heilmann 
“Every piece of art I make has a backstory,”18 says Mary Heilmann. Her reductive 
and rather formal language is informed by emotionally charged life experiences. 
The personal viewpoint doesn’t open up immediately. Its relevance comes 
through close looking at the finished paintings. That looking is an “examination to unra-
                                                
17 Lance, Mary, director. Agnes Martin: With My Back to the World. New Deal Films, 2002. 
18 Yee, Lydia. “Looking at Pictures.” Mary Heilmann: Looking at Pictures. White Chapel Gallery, London, UK, 2016, 7. 
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vel the intertwining of the picture and the process of its making.”19 Or, as Heilmann 
says: “Gazing at a picture like this can amuse me for hours … It’s like watching a mo-
vie.”20 
 
Fig.6, Mary Heilmann, Save the Last Dance For Me, 1979, Acrylic On Canvas, 80 x 100 In. 
 
Save the Last Dance For Me, made in 1979 (Fig.6), is a good example. It has a 
geometric language that comes from a personal reference. Heilmann regards this work 
as related to a major shift she undertook after two of her very close friends, Gordon Mat-
ta-Clark and Norman Fisher, died in 1977 and 78. Since she felt her community in NY 
was breaking apart, Heilmann moved back to San Francisco, where she grew up. Just 
before leaving, she fell in love.21 Save The Last dance For Me was made during that 
                                                
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Myers, Terry. Mary Heilmann: Save the Last Dance for Me. After All Books, London, UK, 2007, 16,17. 
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time and, according to her and Terry Myers, embodies her mindset at that time. Myers 
points to the dark background as representing grief and felt darkness, and to the pink 
rectangles as depicting the hope and joy that a new found love might bring. Heilmann 
confirms this by pointing out that she read this meaning in the painting afterwards. Ini-
tially, her choice of black and pink was inspired by the New Wave music that was very 
popular at that time, which carried her through this difficult phase.  
 Reference to Pop Culture is also to be found in the title of the painting, named 
after the song by the Drifters, released in 1960. The title by itself, Save the Last Dance 
For Me, is an invitation to dance. It implies a quality of motion that Terry Myers also 
finds in how the three pink rectangles are placed on the black ground. Their linear se-
quence creates a rhythm. Due to the different sizes and distances between the three 
shapes, its quality of motion is unsteady, maybe a bit shaken, so that one could feel the 
beginning of a dancing grove coming from them. Myers also sees a quality of motion in 
the two flanking rectangles. Being placed on the very left and right edges of the paint-
ing’s rectangle, they look as if they have been cut off. He finds “these figures may be on 
their way to someplace else.”22 A sense of time is brought to the painting — adding to its 
open-endedness.  
The quality of openness is also enhanced by the handling of materiality and 
technique. The rectangles have wobbly edges and pink spatters, obvious remnants from 
applying color in making the painting. At first, these features look casual. The painting 
seems improvised and questions what completion might look like. The stark color con-
                                                
22 Myers, Terry. Mary Heilmann: Save the Last Dance for Me. After All Books, London, UK, 2007, 2. 
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trast, on the other hand, makes these traces obviously recognizable as intended. Leav-
ing such drips and wobbly edges, as small as they may be, are nevertheless sensations 
in the pictorial field. They disturb the plainness of the painting. They visually declare: 
this is not what you think it is!  
Heilmann breaks the hermeneutics of geometric abstraction in a way John Yau 
describes as her “contrariness.”23 While using features of geometric abstraction, she 
subverts them. She works against rigidity of that style with what Yau calls her resistance 
of “taking her hand out of art“24 The person Mary Heilmann is to be sensed as the index 
of the painting. As much as the painting is unlocked, it is being held together through 
her persona. That persona is to be sensed as a chain of associations evolving through 
perception: The title speaks to the quality of motion the three rectangles generate —	as 
do drips and wobbly edges imply a person moving behind the scenes, who might be the 
one asking for a dance. 
Terry Myers describes the painting as a “pictorial mixtape,”25 a mixture of bio-
graphy and content. Its “palpable sense of time in its visual rhythm”26 is its sensational 
quality. Its invitation to dance is meant as a virtual experience moving through the picto-
rial space. Heilmann’s art has a real life quality.  
 
“The work of art, like the world, is a living form.”27	
	
                                                
23 Yau, John. RYB: Mary Heilmann Paintings 1975-78. Craig F. Starr Gallery, New York, NY, 2017, 5. 
24 Ibid., 6. 
25 Myers, Terry. Mary Heilmann: Save the Last Dance for Me. After All Books, London, UK, 2007, 46. 
26 Ibid., 12. 
27 Robbe-Grillet, Alain. Mary Heilmann: Looking At Pictures. Whitechapel Gallery, London, 2016, 7. 
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Fig.7, Jule Korneffel, False Fire Alarm, Vinyl, Acrylic, Gesso on Canvas, 78 x 108 in. 
	
Akin to Heilmann, I see my paintings in close relationship to my everyday life ex-
perience. The painting False Fire Alarm (Fig.7) is a current work that came out of the life 
experience of determining a fire alarm as invalid. While continuing to paint during a fire 
alarm almost certain to be false, I missed out on the total evacuation of the building.  
The painting’s composition is simple and incorporates again a pattern-like struc-
ture via the regular placement of marks all over the canvas field. Like Save the Last 
Dance For Me, its repeated turquoise splotches look unsteady, or as if moving through. 
In contrast, it is a non-linear sequence that develops into a motion reminding one of 
snowflakes, or of leaves falling from a tree. The pattern, the falling, is generally following 
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one movement. It recalls the whirlwind of Twombly’s Galatea painting before, by com-
parison to which it is rather a gentle breeze passing through.  
The muted orange background and the turquoise marks animate through their 
contrast a slight flickering.  All the colors in my painting are usually tonal. In contrast to 
Heilmann, I usually avoid stark color contrasts that stand out and catch the viewer’s 
eye. Using primary or secondary color, I whiten them with gesso. My tones are soft to 
support the flow of the painting. This is also true in my use of line. I’m inspired from the 
scribbling I find on notepads, interested in the fleeting motion that scribbling has. I see it 
as an extension and a visualization of the mind’s intuitive movement. It is involved in a 
dialectic of non-directional intention. Scribbling is a diagrammatic movement of going 
with the mind’s unconscious flow wherever it takes one.  
False Fire Alarm was the result of many weeks and ten hours of non-stop paint-
ing on that particular day. Its appearance corresponds to my internal state of adjustment 
to the years of living in New York. The city’s constant excitement turns into a natural 
flow. I would describe it as an ambient alertness. 
I seek a kind of sensational subtlety for all of my paintings. All the compositional 
elements come from there. What drives me is to find a painting’s most ephemeral look. I 
search for pictorial spaces that appear coincidental, as if different material sources 
gathered on one notepad. 
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                             Fig.8, Jule Korneffel, Page, 2018, Vinyl, Acrylic, Gesso on Canvas, 96 x 68 in. 
  
My work Pages (Fig.8) speaks to the methodology of unconscious streaming. In 
contrast to former paintings, its surface consists of more than two elements: A stripe el-
ement, pink splotches and text. The arrangement looks loose, as if the elements were 
just falling into place. There seems to be no such power as a breath or wind going 
through the entire composition. Each element has its own dynamic. The painting looks 
fractured.  
As much as its openness may seem incomplete, the painting is on point. Like 
others, the painting has evolved over time and through layering. In the end it retains just 
enough. No matter their size in the composition, the remaining elements are equally in-
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volved in the dialogue that unites the grouping into one painting, a set of associative re-
lationships. For example: the blue bands measuring out the field (the “page”), and the 
pink scrawls playfully landing on them, speak to the written notation and feeling of “I 
love my life.” The painting is a setting that looks incidental, but is precise. The viewer’s 
movement through the painting’s cues makes its cycle complete. Like others described 
here, the painting is a pictorial organism, readied for the viewer’s fusion of empirical 
knowledge and subjective viewpoint to wrangle meaning. My hope for this and other 
paintings is to picture a space that mirrors my own interiorty and the viewer’s as well. 
  
Thoughts on Sound  
Sound is a medium I recently engaged in my practice. It came out of a wish to in-
vestigate the effect of sound and visual imagery on each other. What drives me is how 
sound evolves in space and how it affects the perception of my paintings.  
The sound object included in my thesis show is a single, worn black sock that is 
attached to a paper clip, mounted on the wall. Its audio has a duration of about four 
minutes. It will be played every thirty minutes during the opening of the exhibition. The 
sound is performed through a smart phone that is inside the sock. 
I see my composing related to the making of “Foley” sound effects. An acoustic 
term named after Jack Foley, these effects are used in post production to simulate eve-
ryday sounds, enhancing audio experience in film, video and other media. They can be 
used to imitate anything from squeaky doors to footsteps.28 Whereas Foley artists re-
                                                
28 "Foley (filmmaking)." Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foley_(filmmaking). Accessed Apr. 5, 2018. 
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create realistic ambient sounds at a level of quality that “is so well integrated into a film 
that it goes unnoticed by the audience,”29 I aim for a sound that reveals the object.  
The audio related to the sock object is based on the song “Blues Run the Game” 
by Jackson C. Frank (released in 1965). It occurs in short sequences over the entire 
length of the work. The segments differ from each other. I sing in duet with the original 
recording, and my voice is also heard in some parts singing solo or in others comment-
ing on the song. I use noises I generate myself (me yawning and yelling, imitating the 
sound of a sheep, singing a seaman’s song.) And I also use the everyday noise of a bus 
engine I have recorded. The intention is for the sound piece to associate with feelings of 
separation and the lovelorn to which the sock, as the remaining single part of a pair, 
points. The sound piece’s heartfelt moments are sincere, whereas the banality of the 
single sock and the interlocking of sound and sock are unexpected and amusing.  
There also seems to be an interconnected rightness between the sound itself 
and my paintings. The inherent time-based nature of sound animates the floating cha-
racter of my paintings. It seems to me that the marks and layers in my paintings appear 
to vibrate on the sound texture playing. In some parts, the two appear to merge into a 
synesthetic experience, in which the particularity of my voice speaks to my pictorial 
handwriting.  
My use of sound textures runs through a method akin to my paintings. Working 
with several audio layers, I add and subtract sequences intuitively. I begin by working 
fast, altering things freely, listening for right pauses. When finalizing, I look for more pre-
                                                
29 "Foley (filmmaking)." Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foley_(filmmaking). Accessed Apr. 5, 2018. 
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cise compostion by making fine adjustments in timing and volume, until all the frag-
ments merge into a cohesive flow.  
It is astonishing, as subtle as the sound texture is in the piece, that it attracts at-
tention. Often it is my voice speaking softly that seems to cause the viewers/listeners to 
come very close to the sound object. The singing is not seductive — it is frank and vul-
nerable. It can cause embarrassment. However, it is a revealing moment and its authen-
ticity endearing. It may be the singing that keeps the listener close, some sense of in-
timacy offered.  
The components of the installation (painting, sound and object) are in conversa-
tion with each other. By employing subtle gestures and humor, I aim to sensitize the 
viewer/listener. I want to address issues such as failure and forgiving by creating a sur-
prising and joyful experience.  
 
Summary 
Art creating life experiences, as much as being made out of them, is forever a 
challenge to verbalize. There isn’t any easily defined separation between the stations of 
experience, art and new experience. Everything “is” the pictorial space as well as life 
remembered and generated, fresh compression of the past making the present. Art re-
quires one’s entire being. Cy Twombly stated that he spent several days in bed after he 
spilled his guts out.30 He reminds me that both his work and mine look playful and easy, 
but in fact take a lot of effort to carry out. Every artwork doubts and confirms its evolu-
tion.  
                                                
30 Jacobus, Mary. Reading Cy Twombly/Poetry in Paint. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016, 5. 
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I return here to the methodology I have traced through these pages: my work 
comes from a dialectic, a swinging of the pendulum, a search for a certain pulse. Find-
ing and keeping this breath alive is my creative goal. My paintings are complicated or-
ganisms. They aim to unite the cerebral with the sensory. They speak to human nature 
in their fusion of corporeal and incorporeal processes. I use the physicality of painting 
as a receiver of my intuitions about who I am and what I may know, offering them as 
possible mirrors to others.  
I believe in art as a life-affirming force, that it can contribute to what our time 
needs: unconditional support to listen and reconnect to one’s inner voice. I believe that 
once you know yourself more fully, you will see, so much better, everyone else. We 
need to respect all the nuances of life. I wish for it to be a happy place.  
“Ma fin est mon commencement” said Guilaume de Machaut sometime in be-
tween 1350-1377.”31 In my beginning is my end”32 countered T.S. Eliot in 1940.  
Fig.9, Installation View: Cy Twombly, Bacchus Series, Gagosian Art Gallery, New York, 2005 
                                                
31 Beil, Ralf. Never-Ending Stories: The Loop in Art, Film, Architecture, Music, Literature, and Cultural History. Hatje  
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3. Installation View: Jule Korneffel, Thesis Exhibition Part II, Spring 2018, Hunter College Art Gallery, New York, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
